AN UNLIKELY TAIL
Lions, tigers, and bears — oh my. That’s all in a typical day’s work for the animal staff at the
Rosamond Gifford Zoo in Syracuse, N.Y. With a diverse clientele of over 700 animals, Zoo
Director Ted Fox has gathered tons of stories over the years. 360 Degrees sits down with
Fox to talk about day-to-day operations, petting lions, and an ape that likes milkshakes.
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What is a typical day like for a
member of the animal staff?
Ted Fox: They usually arrive around
7 or 8 a.m. and read the log about their
animal. Most animal staff members have
a particular area they’re used to working
in and the animals are used to them being
there. Establishing a rapport with the
individual animals is a really important
part of the animal staffer’s job.
So do you get to pet the lions?
TF: There are certain animals we just
don’t ever go in with. For example, with
the lions, there’s a mesh or glass panel
between the visitors or staff and the
lions at all times. However, through
the mesh, the keeper can give verbal
commands that the lion responds to,
like “stand up,” and the lions will put
their feet up on top of the mesh so the
keepers can make sure they’re
not limping.
Is everything by verbal
command, then?
TF: No. One of the most stressful things
for an animal living at the zoo is being

physically checked by the veterinary staff.
We’ve trained the lions to lay down parallel
to the mesh panels and stick their tail out
from underneath them. Then we can get
a blood sample from them safely. We also
have primates that have been taught to
stick their whole arm through a hole in the
mesh so that they can get injected or have
blood samples taken.
So how did you start working at
the zoo?
TF: I’ve always had an interest in birds,
and as a young boy, I owned pigeons and
chickens. However, my interests are not
limited to birds. There is always something
to be learned about every animal.
I went to Cornell University, where I
earned my degree in animal science with
concentrations in ornithology and poultry
biology. I began volunteering at the zoo
in the bird department in 1990. Later that
same year, I was hired as a seasonal bird
keeper. Eventually, I was promoted to
collection manager and then curator. I
became director in June 2011.
It’s kind of an odd story, because most
people move around a lot to different zoos.
I didn’t do that.

What is your favorite memory on
the job?
TF: We had a white-handed gibbon [a
lesser ape named Beau] that everybody
loved, but he was an incredibly aggressive
animal. One day, he was limping on one of
his legs pretty badly, and two days later he
couldn’t walk. Our veterinary team could
not figure out what was wrong with him.
The hard decision was that we might
have to put Beau to sleep. St. Joseph’s
Hospital offered to let us bring him to the
hospital before hours and get an MRI. They
found something in his spinal cord, but our
veterinarians weren’t comfortable doing
the surgery. A neurosurgeon team offered
to come to the zoo and do the surgery here.
On the second day after surgery, Beau
came to the front of the cage and made
a begging sound because he wanted my
milkshake. He took it and drank a whole
bunch of it right through the straw.
For the rest of his life here — another
seven years — he was never aggressive
with me again. With anybody else, that’s a
different story. Good old Beau.
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